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Tool helps reporters boost content’s value
BY TARA MCMEEKIN EDITOR

Publishers continue to jump on 

the content-optimization band-

wagon to ensure their editorial 

isn’t lost amidst a sea of online 

material.

Among them, Transcontinen-

tal Media, which last year adopted 

InboundWriter’s online content-

optimization app.

“I learned about Inbound-

Writer at an SEO conference and 

the product they’d just launched 

seemed like a good solution to me 

for several reasons,” said Catherine 

Gray, TC’s online content director 

for English consumer sites. “It was 

a good way to ensure writers were 

paying attention to optimizing 

keywords.”

The platform is engineered 

to leverage search engines and 

the social Web to determine what 

readers are interested in, and to 

educate writers on terms and top-

ics that maximize content value.

Currently, about 20 writers 

across five magazines are using 

the tool throughout TC Media, 

Gray said.

“That will increase because 

we just installed the WordPress 

widget on Canadian Living, which 

has a lot of bloggers,” she said.

In addition to maximizing 

SEO, InboundWriter offers writ-

ers tips throughout the creative 

process.

Exploit the buzz
“It starts with the ability of the 

writers who are thinking of a 

particular topic on which they can 

research a keyword and see what 

comes up or what’s being talked 

about,” Gray said. “They can tweak 

their content according to what 

the buzz is around that topic.”

From there, Gray said, writers 

can refine subject terms accord-

ing to their own concept and what 

they’ve discovered. Once they 

start writing they can insert their 

article into the InboundWriter 

tool to get tips on where to make 

improvements for SEO.

“It makes suggestions like 

reminding them to put key terms 

at the beginning of the article,” 

Gray said.

Other InboundWriter sugges-

tions include using a key term six 

times per article and that writers 

focus on more than one key term 

per article.

A feature called Topic Buzz, 

launched in April, allows writers 

to see if a topic is hot once the ar-

ticle is published, providing them 

with an opportunity to interact 

with people discussing that topic.

Topic Buzz mines Twitter to 

find popular articles focusing on 

topics related to the documents 

a writer has saved in Inbound-

Writer. The module reports back 

to the writer with the article link, 

hashtags, and handle. 

Gray said the platform ex-

poses TC Media writers to online 

conversations about their interests 

that they may not otherwise see.

In November, San Mateo, 

Calif.-based InboundWriter 

released its Enterprise software 

tier with new functionality 

designed to augment the 

scalability, precision and 

simplicity of the product, the 

company said. Enterprise users 

can access exclusive features and 

benefits designed specifically 

for medium- and large-sized 

organizations.

The Enterprise tier was devel-

oped based on market feedback 

and usage, according to CEO Skip 

Besthoff. 

“When we launched In-

boundWriter, it was aimed at 

individual writers, but we soon 

realized an opportunity to expand 

the product and its footprint,” he 

said. 

Besthoff said InboundWriter 

users have seen search traffic jump 

more than 30 percent, and paid 

search increase up to 45 percent. 

“We’ve has significant increas-

es in organic search traffic and I 

believe a lot of that is due to the use 

of InboundWriter,” Gray said.

In addition to optimizing on-

line content, Gray said TC Media 

is mulling how to incorporate the 

tool for print.  p
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